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Tell us about your experience.
During the summer, I worked on the coding part of my research with Professor Collett. My main
tast was to first coded survey responses into words stored in database “Interact” and then
recorded EPA (Evaluation, Potency and Activity) ratings of each word. Though it was not as
exciting as a real experiment in the lab, I was really interested in learning about how people
interpret different events. I was really surprising to find out how fond people are of news with
negative emotions and criminal information.
Describe the impact this project had, both on you as a student-scholar and on the people
you worked with.
This ongoing project gives out more and more information about the research question we are
working at as it progresses. Because we haven't moved to the data analysis step, it hasn't
projected the big picture of a macro answer of the question, but at least it has brought me to
some interesting follow-up questions like why are people crazy about criminal information, why
do people also put abuse and neglect apposite (I never related these two words before. Is it a
personal thing or a cultural thing?) etc.

Describe how this experience is connected to your plans as a student or future
professional.
After the coding part, I will take part in data analysis and paper writing hopefully. I enjoyed
working with Kayla, who is mainly in charge of the project, to discuss about different
interpretation of the survey responses. I hope that I can continue working with her to finish the
project. Furthermore, as I mentioned in the previous question, more questions have been
triggered by this summer's work. Maybe after this project, I will start my independent research
with my own research question. I'd like to practice my research skill more by conducing my own
research.
What advice would you give other students who are planning to pursue similar projects?
A very important piece of advice I would like to give is that research experience is never too
boring not to try out, especially to the newbies, whose task may be less interesting than the
experienced researchers. You can always learn something from your research experience!
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